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Thanks Dad - and Here's Your Bentley                               Thursday, September 11, 2003

LUXURY: Paul and Stephen Sutherland with proud parents Brian and Marie and the Bentley Continental

Two Mossley men who made

The brothers, who left St. Damien's

The company operates from their

£107,543 in a day on the stock

School, Ashton with few

purpose built £300,000 luxury home

market decided to make their

qualifications went on to work for the

in Chellow Court, Mossley. The

father's dream come true.

family cleaning and maintenance

brothers have also written a book

Paul Sutherland 31, and his business
partner brother Stephen 34, made
the astounding amount trading in

business, earning only £47 in their

about the fast track to financial

first week's wage. However they

independence in which they share

have been living a success story for

ingredients to money making.

several years.

stocks and shares - and as their
father Brian had always dreamed of

Since 2001 they have been steadily

owning a Bentley they bought one

building up their business which has

for him.

two functions.

Stephen said: "He is the greatest dad

Stephen is the stock market wizard

you could wish for and because he's

who makes profits from investing

helped and supported us all this time

activities and Paul looks after ISACO

it was our way of showing our

Ltd, teaching people the secrets of

appreciation."

how to gain financial independence.

As a gift they bought him a Bentley
Continental two door coupe. Brian
and his wife Marie live at Daisy

[View the newspaper article]

Nook, Ashton.
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